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Abstract29

30

This study systematically evaluates the accuracy, trends and error31

sources for western North Pacific tropical cyclone intensity forecasts32

between 2005 and 2018. The study uses homogeneous samples from TC33

intensity official forecasts issued by the China Meteorological Administration34

(CMA), the Joint Typhoon Warning Center (JTWC), and the Regional35

Specialized Meteorological Center Tokyo-Typhoon Center (RSMC-Tokyo).36

The TC intensity forecast accuracy performances are: 24 h–48 h, JTWC >37

RSMC-Tokyo > CMA; 72 h, JTWC > CMA > RSMC-Tokyo; and 96 h–120 h,38

JTWC > CMA. Improvements in TC intensity forecasting are marginal but39

steady for all the three centers. The 24 h–72 h improvement rate is40

approximately 1%–2% yr-1. The improvement rates are statistically41

significant at the 95% level for almost half of the verification times from 042

h–120 h. The three centers tend to overestimate weak TCs over the43

northern South China Sea, but strong TCs are sometimes underestimated44
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over the area east of the Philippines. The three centers generally have45

higher skill scores associated with forecasting of rapid weakening (RW)46

events than rapid intensification (RI) events. Overall, the three centers are47

not skillful in forecasting RI events more than three days in advance.48

Fortunately, RW events could be forecasted five days in advance with an49

accuracy order of CMA > RSMC-Tokyo > JTWC.50

51

52
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1. Introduction53

Over the past two decades, the tropical cyclone (TC) track forecast skill has54

improved significantly as a result of tremendous progress in numerical model55

guidance and the adoption of consensus forecasting techniques (Elsberry et al.56

2007; Peng et al. 2017). However, TC intensity (i.e., the maximum sustained57

10-m wind speed, or MSW) forecasting progress still lags track forecast58

progress, especially for 24 h–48 h lead times (DeMaria et al. 2014).59

One key reason for the modest improvement in intensity forecasting is that60

TC intensity changes are controlled by complex physical processes over a61

wide range of temporal and spatial scales. Large-scale environmental effects62

such as vertical wind shear (Emanuel et al. 2004; Wang and Wu 2004) and63

humidity (Black et al. 2002; Chen et al. 2006; Hendricks et al. 2010; Tang and64

Emanuel 2012), as well as underlying surface factors such as the sea surface65

temperature and air-sea interactions (Emanuel 1986; Shay et al. 2000; Chen66

et al. 2007; Lin et al. 2013; Ito et al. 2015), have been proven to be important.67

These dynamic processes are less well understood, and thus make intensity68
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less predictable. Another key reason is that there are many deficiencies69

associated with TC intensity change modeling in the current generation of70

intensity-forecast guidance tools. These deficiencies include inaccurate TC71

vortex initialization (Holland 1980; Kurihara et al. 1993; Pu and Braun 2001;72

Hendricks et al. 2013), physical parameterization uncertainties (Nolan et al.73

2009; Green and Zhang 2014; Andreas et al. 2015), insufficient model74

resolution (Fierro et al. 2009; Davis et al. 2011; Jin et al. 2014), and a lack of75

tropical cyclone intensity change observations (Wang et al. 2015; Creasey and76

Elsberry 2017).77

With the help of statistical models, statistical-dynamic models, and dynamic78

models, TC intensity forecasts covering up to 120 h are routinely issued at the79

three major operational centers that are responsible for TC monitoring and80

prediction over the western North Pacific (WNP). These include the Joint81

Typhoon Warning Center (JTWC), the Regional Specialized Meteorological82

Center Tokyo-Typhoon Center (RSMC-Tokyo), and the China Meteorological83

Administration (CMA). The centers usually used the same “general” types of84
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model guidance over the years. Details of the models that the three centers85

use for intensity forecasting can be found in their annual reports (e.g. Chen et86

al. 2019; JMA 2019; JTWC 2019). Also, a few “center-specific” models, such87

as the Coupled Ocean–Atmosphere Mesoscale Prediction System for Tropical88

Cyclones (COAMPS-TC) model (Doyle et al. 2012), Typhoon Intensity89

Forecasting Scheme (TIFS; Yamaguchi et al. 2018) and the Western North90

Pacific TC intensity prediction scheme (WIPS, Chen et al. 2011), are used by91

different centers, which may contribute to differences in their TC intensity92

forecast performance. To facilitate application of these official forecasts and to93

provide better guidance that coastal communities can use to make appropriate94

preparations, it is necessary to evaluate their performance and analyze their95

error characteristics.96

Most operational centers analyze and verify the results of their TC97

intensity forecasts annually (Chen et al. 2019; JMA 2019; JTWC 2019). In98

addition, trend analyses of official TC intensity forecasts have been performed99

by a number of researchers. However, there are some conflicting results on100
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the progress of TC intensity forecasting in verification studies. For example,101

DeMaria et al. (2007) assessed long-term TC intensity forecast trends issued102

by the US National Hurricane Center (NHC) between 1985 and 2005 and their103

results showed that the improvements at 24 h and 48 h for the Atlantic are104

fairly small ( ~ 0.1 kt per year; 1 kt = 0.514 m s-1). However, DeMaria et al.105

(2014), who updated their verification period to 1996-2012, concluded that106

there are significant improvements in NHC forecasts for 48 h–96 h leads.107

Recent statistics on intensity errors published online by NHC108

(https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/verification/verify5.shtml) suggested that109

improvements had been slow for the period between 1990 to 2010 and fast for110

the last decade or so. For the western North Pacific, a similar picture emerges111

from the JTWC official intensity forecast verifications [JTWC 2019 (cf. Fig.112

6-4)]. This pace of progress in intensity forecasting can be attributed to the113

availability of skillful intensity guidance such as the statistical-dynamic models114

and dynamic models in the last decade, as discussed in DeMaria et al. (2014).115

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, a detailed assessment of western North116
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Pacific TC intensity forecast accuracy was last presented in the refereed117

literature by DeMaria et al. (2014). An update to that information is provided118

here.119

Furthermore, most previous studies have focused on evaluating the120

accuracies of official intensity forecasts issued by individual operational121

centers. However, occasional studies have compared the accuracies of TC122

intensity forecasts issued by different operational centers. Objectively123

comparing TC intensity forecasting skill between centers remain necessary for124

several reasons. First, the samples and best-track data (BTD) in annual125

reports and previous studies are often different. This does not meet the126

principles of sample homogeneity and error calculation consistency required127

by the World Meteorological Organization (WMO, 2013). Second, there are128

differences between the wind speed averaging periods that various agencies129

use when reporting the TC MSW. For example, JTWC uses a 1-min average130

sustained 10-m wind speed, CMA uses 2-min average values, and131

RSMC-Tokyo uses 10-min average values (the WMO standard). Though the132
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exact ratio of 10-min average to 1-min average wind speeds is variable and133

situation-dependent, the 10-min average wind speed is approximately 88% of134

the 1-min average wind speed (Atkinson 1974). In addition to differences in135

wind averaging periods, the methods used to derive these winds also vary136

among centers. All centers use the Dvorak technique to help assess storm137

intensity by converting the Dvorak current intensity (CI) number directly to a138

maximum near-surface wind speed (Dvorak 1984; Velde et al. 2006; WMO139

2012). JTWC has applied the original, objective (Velden et al. 1998), and140

advanced objective Dvorak techniques (Olander and Velden 2007) using a141

conversion table with 1-min wind speeds. However, many centers often modify142

the mapping table to convert the winds to a different averaging period (Knapp143

and Kruk 2010). RSMC-Tokyo uses a unique table that transfers CI numbers144

directly to TC intensities described by 10-min wind speeds (Koba et al. 1989,145

1991). The Koba et al. (1989, 1991) table specifies higher (lower) wind speeds146

for higher (lower) CI numbers relative to the original Dvorak table (Nakazawa147

and Hoshino 2009; Knapp and Kruk 2010). CMA used a simplified Dvorak148
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technique in the past (WMO, 2012) and has applied the classical Dvorak149

technique (1984 version) since 2012 (see150

https://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/www/tcp/documents/1.2_SatTC-AnalysisInO151

perations-Changes_CMA%20_ChunyiXIANG.pdf). In light of these noted152

differences in intensity estimation techniques applied by the three operational153

centers, wind speeds must be standardized prior to comparison.154

The current study attempts to address the following four questions:155

1) Which of the CMA, JTWC, and RSMC-Tokyo performs best in TC156

intensity forecasting?157

2) Which center has achieved the largest recent TC intensity forecasting158

improvement?159

3) Are large TC intensity prediction errors in particular regions caused by160

systematic or random biases?161

4) If these errors can be attributed to systematic bias, what types of TCs162

drive such bias?163

To answer these questions, we use BTDs from RSMC-Tokyo as reference164
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standards for evaluation and error analysis of 0 h, 24 h, 48 h, 72 h, 96 h, and165

120 h intensity forecasts issued by the CMA, JTWC, and RSMC-Tokyo166

between 2005 and 2018. First, based on the sample selection principle from167

the WMO (2013), this study selects 0 h, 24 h, 48 h, 72 h, 96 h, and 120 h168

forecast homogeneous samples from the three centers after standardization.169

Then, all wind speeds are converted to 10-min averages using a new method.170

Based on this, we analyze homogeneous sample errors and trends from each171

center using a variety of statistical metrics. This study also compares the three172

centers’ forecasts for periods of rapid TC intensity changes (RCs).173

The organization of this paper is as follows. Sections 2 and 3 describe the174

data and methods, respectively, used in this study. Section 4 describes the175

evaluation results and error characteristics with respect to each forecasting176

center. Section 5 is a summary of the research.177

2. Data178

Official 2005-2018 CMA, JTWC, and RSMC-Tokyo TC intensity forecast179

data for TCs over the WNP area are selected. The official forecast data used in180
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this paper are obtained from a weather and climate data archive provided by181

Iowa State University182

(https://mtarchive.geol.iastate.edu/YYYY/MM/DD/text/Severe/, where YYYY,183

MM, and DD represent the four-digit year, two-digit month, and two-digit day of184

the official forecast issue date, respectively). Since RSMC-Tokyo began185

issuing five-day TC intensity forecasts in 2019 (Ono et al. 2019), only186

homogeneous samples for the 96 h and 120 h forecasts issued by the JTWC187

and CMA are evaluated. The JTWC has provided 96 h and 120 h forecasts188

since 2003, while the CMA started to issue 96 h and 120 h forecasts in 2008189

and 2010, respectively. Therefore, the 96 h and 120 h forecasts cover190

2008–2018 and 2010–2018, respectively. It is worth noting that the limited 96 h191

(2008–2018) and 120 h (2010–2018) datasets introduce discontinuities192

between these two forecasting periods and shorter forecasting periods (0–72193

h). This discontinuity will be discussed later.194

Three BTDs are selected. They are referred to as CMA-BTD195

(http://tcdata.typhoon.org.cn/en/zjljsjj_zlhq.html), JTWC-BTD196

https://mtarchive.geol.iastate.edu/YYYY/MM/DD/text/Severe/
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(https://www.metoc.navy.mil/jtwc/jtwc.html), and RSMC-BTD197

(http://www.jma.go.jp/jma/jma-eng/jma-center/rsmc-hp-pub-eg/besttrack.html).198

These data contain information about the TC center location, MSW, and199

central minimum pressure at 6 h intervals. JTWC-BTD and CMA-BTD intensity200

values start with the tropical disturbance and tropical depression (TD)201

categories, respectively, while RSMC-BTD starts at tropical storm (TS, MSW >202

17.1 m s-1 or 34 kt) strength. Since intensity values of TDs are all recorded as203

zero in the RSMC-BTD, we examine only concurrent TCs with MSWs larger204

than 17.2 m s−1 or 35 kt. All the three BTDs are collected between 2005 and205

2018.206

Only TCs recorded by all the three official forecasts and BTDs can be used207

as homogeneous samples. A large number of homogeneous samples from the208

three centers are established, and are shown in Table 1.209

3. Methodology210

3.1 Wind speed conversion211

Many studies have attempted to convert operational center tropical cyclone212
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best track wind speeds to a normalized scale. The first method is use of a213

multiplicative factor to convert wind speeds that are averaged over different214

periods into wind speeds based on a single average time. Two commonly used215

linear relationships were developed by Atkinson (1974) and Harper et al.216

(2010), respectively. However, Song et al. (2010) suggested that the217

relationship between any two BTDs is nonlinear and obtained nonlinear218

conversion relationships via least squares regression fitting. Furthermore,219

Knapp and Kruk (2010) proposed a remapping method that converted wind220

speed values back to CI numbers and then derived homogenous wind speed221

values from these CI numbers by applying a single conversion table to all222

datasets. Knapp and Kruk (2010) showed that the remapping method was223

more effective at reducing the differences between intensities from different224

agencies than the linear method.225

Since all three centers use the Dvorak technique to help assess storm226

intensity (WMO, 2012), converting wind speed values to CI numbers seems to227

be a viable method of homogenizing data between agencies. However, CMA228
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analysts occasionally subjectively adjust the converted wind speed value229

during operational TC intensity analysis (Xu et al. 2015). Since this study did230

not assess the scale of such subjective conversion efforts, the remapping231

method could not be applied to CMA wind speed data.232

Inspired by the methods of Knapp and Kruk (2010) and Song et al. (2010), a233

new wind speed conversion mapping table based on average values is234

established by this paper. This conversion method, which depends solely on235

historical BTD intensity relationships, is more direct than using CI conversion236

and is not subject to any possible CI scale inaccuracies. We can consider the237

conversion between 1-min and 10-min wind. First, we mapped wind speed238

from JTWC-BTD against the wind speed from RSMC-BTD for identical239

cyclones between 2005 and 2018. In the second step, the mean value of the240

concurrent RSMC-BTD winds was calculated for a given JTWC-BTD wind241

value (in 5 kt intervals). This average value was treated as the 10-min wind242

speed that corresponded to the 1-min wind speed. Since JTWC and243

RSMC-Tokyo TC intensities were recorded to the nearest 5 kt, the average244
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value was adjusted to the nearest 5 kt for consistency.245

Using this method, MSWs from JTWC (1-min, kt) and CMA (2-min, m s-1)246

forecasts were converted into 10-min winds (kt) based on their mapping247

relationship with the RSMC-Tokyo data (10-min, kt). The mapping relationships248

are shown in Tables 2 and 3.249

3.2. Conventional statistical metrics250

The mean error (ME) and the mean absolute error (MAE) are statistical251

metrics that are commonly used to evaluate TC intensity forecast performance.252

The ME is defined as the mean difference between the forecasted (fi) and253

observed (oi) results, where i is the sample index. The MAE is similar to the254

ME, but is used for absolute differences. The two quantities are described in255

Eqs. (1) and (2).256

�⢘ � �
� ���

� �� − ��� (1)257

��⢘ � �
� ���

� �� − ��� (2)258

where N is the sample size.259

3.3 Decomposition of errors260

A TC can be simply classified as weak (WT, < 64 kt) or strong (ST, ≥64 kt).261
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The total MAE (TE) of the intensity forecast is defined as ���
� �� � ��� and can262

be decomposed into four categories: overestimation of a strong TC (OST),263

underestimation of a strong TC (UST), overestimation of a weak TC (OWT),264

and underestimation of a weak TC (UWT):265

��� � �� − �� � �h�㈠ �� ≥ �࠘ �㈠h �� � ��� (3)266

��� � �� − �� � �h�㈠ �� ≥ �࠘ �㈠h �� � ��� (4)267

�t� � �� − �� � �h�㈠ �� � �࠘ �㈠h �� � ��� (5)268

�t� � �� − �� � �h�㈠ �� � �࠘ �㈠h �� � ��� (6)269

270

3.4 Assessment of RC event forecasting skill271

TC intensity RCs can be divided into rapid intensification (RI) and rapid272

weakening (RW). RI is usually defined as the 95th percentile of all 24 h273

intensity changes (Kaplan and DeMaria 2003).274

In this study, RI and RW are defined as intensity increases and decreases,275

respectively, of at least 25 kt within a 24 h period. Because the physical276

processes that govern TC intensity changes after landfall are quite different277

from those that operate over water, this study considers only RCs that occur278

over water. All RC cases in which the forecasted or BTD TC moved over land279
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were removed from the sample. Intensity changes of -25 and 25 kt represent280

the 7th and 92th percentiles, respectively, in the 2005–2018 RSMC-BTD data281

set. These are not the same as the operational definition, which refers to the282

5th and 95th percentiles. The lower threshold was chosen to increase the283

number of RC events and improve the statistics.284

Occurrence and non-occurrence of RC events can be treated as285

deterministic binary processes, the evaluation of which is typically performed286

with the help of a contingency table (Table 4). In this table, hits (a) are RC287

events that were both forecasted and observed, false alarms (b) are RC288

events that were forecasted but not observed, misses (c) are RC events that289

were not forecasted but were observed, and correct rejections (d) are RC290

events that were not forecasted and did not happen. The hit (H) and false291

alarm (F) rates can then be calculated:292

� � �
���

(7)293

� � �
��h

(8)294

where H is the ratio of the number of hits to the total number of RCs that occur295

and F is the ratio of the number of false alarms to the total number of non-RCs296
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observed. H and F range from 0 to 1. This F should not be confused with the297

false alarm ratio (FAR), which is the ratio of the number of false alarms to the298

total number of forecasts (Barnes et al. 2009). Additionally, the RC events are299

based on the intensity forecasts converted to the RMSC-Tokyo scale. Thus,300

the number of events that qualify as “forecasted RC” in this study are less than301

the number of RC events that might otherwise be considered as forecasted by302

JTWC and CMA (using the +/- 25 kt criterion) based on their own intensity303

scales (since their intensity scale ranges are longer).304

RI or RW occur within the forecast period covered by 7% of all intensity305

forecasts issued, which makes them rare events. Rare event evaluation306

measures require certain desirable properties, including equitability, propriety,307

and non-degeneracy (Gandin and Murphy 1992). The hit and false alarm rates308

lack most of these desirable properties. Therefore, a more appropriate309

evaluation measure, the symmetric external dependence index (SEDI), was310

also used in this study (Ferro and Stephenson 2011). The SEDI is calculated311

as:312
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�⢘ᘆ� � ������������� ��� ���� �����
������������� ��� ���� �����

(9)313

This index can be used to evaluate rare events (see Table 3.4 of Jolliffe and314

Stephenson (2012) for details). The SEDI ranges from -1 to 1, with 0 being the315

expected score for a random forecasting system and negative scores316

indicating forecasts that are worse than random.317

4. Results318

Typically, there are TC intensity discrepancies between the BTDs provided319

by different centers (Knapp and Kruk 2010; Song et al. 2010). Performance320

evaluations verified using different BTDs are expected to be dissimilar (Yu et al.321

2012). This study used the CMA-BTD, JTWC-BTD, and RSMC-BTD322

separately as references against which to calculate the MAEs. This study323

found that although the evaluation results verified with different BTDs differed324

in values, the overall performances were consistent with each other, i.e., the325

overall relative performance of the operational centers’ intensity forecasts was326

not impacted by selection of a different baseline BTD. Based on this327

consideration and because of space limitations, we show only the RSMC-BTD328
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verification results since the 10-min wind speed is the WMO standard (WMO329

2017).330

4.1 Overall assessment331

a. MAEs and MEs of TC intensity forecasts332

As shown in Fig. 1 and Table 5, the MAE of the RSMC-Tokyo forecasts is333

significantly smaller than those from the other two centers at 0 h. Here,334

significance means that the MAE differences are significantly positive335

(negative) at the 5% significance level with a two-sided bootstrap significance336

test (Jolliffe and Stephenson 2012). This is an expected result. For337

RSMC-Tokyo, the MAE value represents the differences between “real-time”338

intensity analysis and the best track intensities at initialization time. For CMA339

and JTWC, the differences between each center’s “real-time” intensity analysis340

and RSMC-Tokyo’s “real-time” intensity analysis also contribute to the MAEs.341

Overall, JTWC forecasts compare favorably to those from the other two342

centers through 72 h and to those from the CMA through 120 h. It is343

noteworthy that as the lead time increases, the CMA forecast accuracy344
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gradually improves to approach that of RSMC-Tokyo, even surpassing it at 72345

h. Upon aggregating the 24 h, 48 h, and 72 h lead times, the MAEs of the346

JTWC and RSMC-Tokyo forecasts are approximately 13% and 3% less,347

respectively, than those of the CMA forecasts.348

Figure 1b shows the forecast ME relative to the RSMC-BTD. It is clear that349

the CMA and RSMC-Tokyo forecasts tend to overestimate the actual TC350

intensity and that longer forecast lead times are associated with more351

overestimation. However, the JTWC forecasts slightly underestimate the352

actual TC intensity at 0 h. This gradually transitions to slight overestimation. A353

t-test (α=0.05) of the ME data from each center was performed at each354

forecast time to test for significance. The results are shown in Table 5. All three355

centers show significant TC intensity forecast biases regardless of the lead356

time. The only exception is JTWC at a lead time of 48 h.357

Assessment and analysis of the MAE and ME indicate that the JTWC358

performs best among the three operational forecasting centers, followed by359

RSMC-Tokyo and CMA. The CMA and RSMC-Tokyo forecasts tend to360
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overestimate TC intensities (not conditional bias). If the 0–48 h forecasts are361

considered as a whole, the proportions of over (under) estimated forecasts for362

the CMA, JTWC, and RSMC-Tokyo centers are 46% (32%), 36% (41%), and363

38% (27%), respectively. These differences in proportions show that the364

largest positive bias occurs at the CMA, followed by the RSMC-Tokyo. The365

JTWC has a negative overall bias (Table 5).366

b. Conditional distribution analysis367

The joint distribution verification method introduced in Moskaitis (2008) was368

used to reveal overall TC intensity prediction performance by the three centers369

(not shown). Similar to that study’s findings for NHC and model intensity370

forecasts, our analysis identified a conditional bias that grows with the forecast371

lead time: the intensity forecasts of the three centers are generally too low for372

strong TCs and too high for weak TCs. This is especially evident for forecasts373

issued by the RSMC-Tokyo.374

To better show this conditional bias, the deviation of a mean forecast �� from375

an observed value is calculated, as shown in Fig. 2. Here, a set of dots376
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represent ���� �� �� for all values of o observed at the given lead time. The377

horizontal distance between the dots and the solid black diagonal line show378

the magnitude and direction (too high or too low) of the intensity forecast379

conditional bias. The observed values are from 0–160 kt with 5 kt intervals. The380

dashed line in each panel marks the mean forecast from the CMA. The other381

centers’ mean forecast values are similar, and are therefore omitted from the382

figure for simplicity and clarity. Figure 2 shows that the forecast performances383

of the three centers are quite similar. There is little conditional bias at 0 h (Fig.384

2a), but the dots migrate closer to the dashed black line as the forecast lead385

time increases. The magnitude of strong TC underestimation is larger than that386

of weak TC overestimation. This trait is most pronounced at 72 h, especially for387

the RSMC-Tokyo data.388

c. Long-term trend analysis389

Figure 3 shows the annual MAEs of the CMA, JTWC, and RSMC-Tokyo390

intensity forecasts. The average yearly homogeneous sample sizes are 410,391

360, 281, 213, 155, and 117 at 0 h, 24 h, 48 h, 72 h, 96 h, and 120 h,392
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respectively.393

Linear regression of the MAE as a function of the year was performed to394

determine time trends, and F tests (α=0.05) were performed on the trends. In395

addition, the improvement rate per year as introduced in DeMaria et al. (2014)396

was used (Table 6). The CMA intensity forecast shows statistically significant397

improvements at 0 h, 72 h, and 96 h, with improvement rates of 1.10%, 1.38%,398

and 2.07% per year, respectively. The JTWC forecasts exhibit significant399

downward trends at 24 h, 48 h, and 72 h, and the improvement rates are400

almost twice those of the CMA forecasts for the same periods. However, the401

RSMC-Tokyo forecasts exhibit no significant improvement at 0–72 h. This402

result is confirmed in Fig. 3c, where the trend lines for the RSMC-Tokyo403

forecasts are flat. It is worth noting that the MAE of the RSMC-Tokyo official404

intensity forecast decreases substantially in 2017. This can be attributable to405

recent advances at RSMC-Tokyo, as TIFS has been used in trial mode since406

2016 (Yamaguchi et al. 2018) and became fully operational in 2019 (Ono et al.407

2019).408
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As described in Section 2, there are discontinuities between 96 h and 120 h409

and shorter lead times (0 h to 72 h). We speculate that the MAEs of 96 h and410

120 h in Table 5 would be higher if a full 2005–2018 dataset of forecasts for411

those lead times was available, since the MAE decreases over time as shown412

in Fig. 3 and Table 6.413

For the purpose of comparison, Table 6 also shows improvement rates of TC414

track forecasts issued by the CMA, JTWC, and RSMC-Tokyo for the same415

periods. All of the track improvement trends for the CMA, JTWC, and416

RSMC-Tokyo forecasts are statistically significant at 24 h–72 h. The rates of417

CMA and RSMC-Tokyo TC intensity forecast improvements are only418

one-quarter to one-half of those of track out to 72 h. The rates of JTWC419

forecast intensity improvements are nearly one-half of those associated with420

track. However, the official intensity forecast improvement rates are significant421

at 0 h, 72 h, and 96 h at the CMA, and at 24 h, 48 h, and 72 h at the JTWC,422

respectively.423

Although the above results indicate that the intensity improvements remain424
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limited from 2005 to 2018, the CMA, JTWC, and RSMC-Tokyo intensity425

forecasts appear to make some obvious improvements in recent years, as426

shown in Fig. 4. Figure 4 depicts MAE differences at each center between427

2005 and 2011, as well as between 2012 and 2018. Selecting these longer428

periods reduces the impact of TC activity inter-annual variability. It worth noting429

that the first period with MAE differences at 96 h is from 2008 to 2011, as 96 h430

forecasts have been produced routinely only since 2008. The first period with431

MAE differences at 120 h is from 2010 to 2011 for similar reasons.432

At the CMA, the multi-year MAEs at 0 h, 24 h, 48 h, 72 h, 96 h, and 120 h433

during the first period are 5.2, 10.1, 13.1, 14.5, 16.5, and 17.0 kt, respectively.434

However, the multi-year MAEs at the corresponding lead times during the435

second period are reduced to 4.8, 9.3, 11.8, 12.3, 13.6, and 14.9 kt,436

respectively (Fig. 4a). This indicates that the five-day CMA intensity forecasts437

made during the second period are better than those made during the first438

period (Fig. 4d), especially at 96 h and 120 h. During the first period, the439

multi-year MAE of the CMA is larger at each lead time than those of the other440
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two centers. During the second period, the multi-year MAE of the CMA is441

smaller than that of RSMC-Tokyo at 48 h and 72 h, but still larger than that of442

the JTWC. The overall improvement in JTWC forecasts is similar to the443

improvement in CMA forecasts (Fig. 4b). Interestingly, the multi-year average444

in Figure 4 indicates a decreasing trend in JTWC forecast errors for forecast445

hour 120, while the linear regression line in Figure 3 indicates an increasing446

trend. This seeming paradox is explained by the fact that there are more JTWC447

cases in the “more accurate forecast” years between 2012 and 2018 than448

there are for the “less accurate forecast” years. In contrast to the obvious449

progress made by the CMA and JTWC, the RSMC-Tokyo intensity forecast450

accuracy only improves at 0 h, 24 h, and 48 h, with slight progress at 72 h (Fig.451

4d).452

In general, both Figs. 3 and 4 indicate that CMA, JTWC, and RSMC-Tokyo453

have made slow, but steady progress in WNP TC intensity forecasting. From454

24 h to 72 h, the JTWC makes the largest accuracy improvement. Its455

prediction accuracy is better than those of the other two centers over the past456
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seven years. The CMA offers the second fastest improvement rate but still has457

substantial room for further improvement. The RSMC-Tokyo has made458

progress, but the least among the three centers. At 96 h and 120 h, the CMA459

forecasts improve more than those from the JTWC. TC intensity forecast460

performance can change significantly when new operational techniques are461

used (e.g. the MAE of RSMC-Tokyo in 2017 in Fig. 3), as DeMaria et al. (2014)462

also noted. Moreover, Fig. 4 suggests that more rapid gains in intensity463

forecast performance have been evident since 2012. Therefore, the464

previously-accepted statement that intensity forecasts “aren’t really improving465

much”, which can be found in many papers drafted or published before 2012466

or so (e.g. Qian et al. 2012; Mohapatra et al. 2013), is no longer accurate. Also,467

since our verification period is from 2005 to 2018, the verification results468

presented in this study may not necessarily reflect the latest forecast469

performances of the three centers.470

d. Spatial distribution characteristics471

We analyze spatial distributions of errors (MAEs and MEs) by binning the472
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WNP (0–60° N, 100–180° E) into 2° latitude × 2° longitude grid boxes and473

averaging the error values within each box (Figs. 5–7). This analysis is based474

on the positions of the observed storms at each verification time, not the475

initialization time. Shading is limited to grid cells with ≥ 5 samples.476

For brevity, this section primarily analyzes the spatial distribution of the477

MAEs at 24 h, as shown in Figs. 5a-5c. The MAEs are mainly distributed in478

three general regions:479

1) the northern portion of the South China Sea, and the islands of Taiwan480

and Luzon (10°N –26°N, 104°E–122°E; hereafter referred to as region 1);481

2) east of the Philippines (10°N–20°N, 122°E–150°E; hereafter referred to482

as region 2); and483

3) east of Taiwan Island and south of Japan (20°N–36°N, 122°E–150°E;484

hereafter referred to as region 3).485

The CMA and RSMC-Tokyo’s grid average MAE distribution characteristics486

are similar, but the CMA’s MAE is larger. The proportions of grids with average487

MAEs that are greater than 10 kt exceed 36% for the CMA, and 25% for the488
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RSMC-Tokyo. The number of grids with larger average MAE of JTWC is much489

less than those of the CMA and RSMC-Tokyo, which are mainly concentrated490

in regions 1 and 2. Only 15% of the JTWC’s grid average MAE values exceed491

10 kt.492

By applying a t-test (Figs. 5d-5f) with α=0.05 to determine the significance of493

the average ME spatial distribution, we find that the sources of errors at the494

three centers are different. In regions 1 and 3, the CMA usually has a495

significant positive ME, with almost half of the grids having positive MEs that496

exceed 6 kt. In addition, the CMA has a significant negative ME in region 2.497

The ME distribution pattern for the RSMC-Tokyo is similar to that of the CMA.498

For the JTWC, significant positive and negative MEs are identified in regions 1499

and 2 respectively, but the number of grids with significant MEs is smaller than500

for the CMA and RSMC-Tokyo. In region 3, small significant positive and501

negative MEs appear for the JTWC. Combining Figs. 5a-5c and Figs. 5d-5f, it502

is apparent that when a TC approaches region 1, the three centers tend to503

overestimate the TC intensity. In region 2, the three centers tend to504
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underestimate the TC intensity. In region 3, the CMA and RSMC-Tokyo tend to505

overestimate the TC intensity.506

Finally, we calculate the grid average MAE differences (CMA�RSMC-Tokyo,507

JTWC�RSMC-Tokyo, and CMA�JTWC). We assess the significance of these508

results by applying a bootstrap test at the 95% level in each of the grid boxes.509

When the null hypothesis is rejected, the MAEs of paired centers in the grid510

box are considered to be nonidentical at the 95% level. Figs. 5g-5i show the511

results for CMA�RSMC-Tokyo, JTWC�RSMC-Tokyo, and CMA�JTWC,512

respectively. The relative performance of paired centers for each of the regions513

can be determined by the number of grids with a significant MAE difference514

value in that region. There are 7 grid boxes with a significant positive value in515

region 1 in Fig. 5g, suggesting that CMA MAEs are significantly higher than516

RSMC-Tokyo MAEs in region 1. Furthermore, Fig. 5h depicts that JTWC MAEs517

are comparable to RSMC-Tokyo MAEs in region 1, as there are no grid boxes518

with a statistically significant MAE difference value in that region. CMA MAEs519

are also significantly higher than JTWC MAEs for region 1, as supported by520
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Fig. 5i. Overall, in region 1, JTWC and RSMC-Tokyo are comparable in521

accuracy, with the CMA ranking last. In the same way, we conclude that in522

region 2, the JTWC exhibits the best forecasts among the three centers, with523

the CMA comparable to RSMC-Tokyo. For region 3, the JTWC performs best524

again, followed by the RSMC-Tokyo and CMA. The grid average MAE and ME525

distribution characteristics at 48 h and 72 h (Figs. 6 and 7) are similar to those526

at 24 h.527

After understanding the relationships between TC intensity forecast errors528

and the location in the sea, the following two questions still remain be529

answered. (1) If the error is large, what type of TC is produced? (2) do the530

intensity forecasts tend to overestimate or underestimate intensity for this type531

of TC?532

533

4.2 Classification assessment534

In this section, we examine how different concurrent TC intensities might535

relate to different intensity forecast error characteristics. Each intensity536
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forecast error was categorized according to the TC wind scale of the Typhoon537

Committee based on the best-track observations at each verification time,538

rather than the initialization time. The samples were divided into three539

categories: tropical storms (TS, 34 kt–47 kt), severe tropical storms (STS, 48540

kt–63 kt,) and typhoons (TY, >64 kt) (WMO 2019). The proportion of each541

category, and MEs and MAEs of the intensity forecasts from the three centers542

up to 120 h were used in the statistical analysis and are shown in Fig. 8.543

TSs typically range from 17% to 33% of all forecasts (Fig. 8a). All three544

centers have positive MEs and the ME magnitude increases with the forecast545

lead time, with the 120 h forecast ME being close to 20 kt (Fig. 8d). The MAE546

characteristics are similar to those of the MEs. Comparing the MAE values of547

the three centers indicates that the average MAE magnitudes for the three548

centers are almost the same, except at 0 h (Fig. 8g). This indicates that the549

three centers face the same TS intensity prediction difficulties.550

A total of 20% of all homogenous samples are STS (Fig. 8b). The ME and551

MAE are less than for TS at corresponding lead times, but the trends are552
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similar. All three centers tend to overestimate STS intensities, and the ME553

increases with the forecast lead time (Fig. 8e), resulting in an increase in the554

MAE.555

TYs were dominant, accounting for 40% to 60% of all homogenous samples556

(Fig. 8c). In all three centers, the TY forecast performance is different from the557

TS and STS performance. All three centers tend to underestimate the TY558

strength. The trend of MAE growth with forecast lead time is not as clear as559

with the TS and STS intensity forecasts.560

Overall, the three centers perform better in forecasting strong TCs (TY) than561

weak TCs (TS and STS). All three centers almost always overestimate the562

intensities of weak TCs (TS and STS), resulting in large forecast errors. When563

a TC strengthens (TY), the three centers tend to underestimate its intensity.564

565

4.3 Decomposition of total MAEs566

Since the difference in overall MAEs for the three centers is smallest at 24 h567

(Fig. 1) and due to space limitations, the study focuses on analysis of 24 h568
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MAE decomposition results. Figure 9 shows the spatial distribution of the MAE569

components at 24 h. Note that grid cells are shaded with the cumulative values.570

Each center occupies a column in Fig. 9 that represents the TE and its four571

components: OST, UST, OWT, and UWT, as described in Section 3.3. Their572

relationship can be expressed as TE = OST + UST + OWT + UWT.573

The spatial distributions of the TE and its four components for the three574

centers share considerable similarities. The TEs have different sources in575

regions 1, 2, and 3. In region 1, the TE is derived primarily from OWT error576

components in the north of the South China Sea and the South China coastal577

areas (Figs. 9j–9l). The TE in region 2 can be traced to the UST error578

component in the waters east of the Philippines (Figs. 9g–9i). In region 3, the579

OST and UST error components east of Taiwan are dominant (Figs. 9d–9f),580

followed by the OWT error components in the sea south of Japan (Figs. 9j-9l).581

The results of 48 h and 72 h total MAE decompositions (Figs. 10 and 11) are582

similar to the 24 h decomposition. The TE in region 1 is caused primarily by583

overestimation of weak TCs. The TE in region 2 is caused primarily by584
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underestimation of strong TCs, and the TE in region 3 is caused primarily by585

misestimation of strong TCs and overestimation of weak TCs.586

To quantitatively analyze the contributions of various components in different587

areas of the sea, we computed the percentage of these components in the TE588

(Fig. 12). Overall, the contribution rates of each TE component at each center589

are similar across regions. In region 1, OWT components are the main error590

source and the OWT proportion is approximately 10%–20%; the other591

components account for about 5% (Figs. 12a, 12d, and 12j). In region 2, the592

UST component is the main source of error, but the proportion decreases with593

the lead time after 48 h. The region 3 error composition is quite different from594

those in regions 1 and 2. The proportion of OST is slightly larger than or equal595

to that of UST at the CMA and RSMC-Tokyo, but the opposite is true at the596

JTWC (Figs. 12c and 12f). All three centers overestimate the intensities of597

weak TCs in region 3 at all forecast lead times, except for 0 h (Fig. 12i).598

In summary, error decomposition enables one to better identify error sources599

and their contributions to total MAEs. The three centers exhibit considerable600
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similarities as follows:601

1) When a TC (especially a weak TC) moves into the South China Sea, the602

intensity forecasts of the three centers are prone to overestimation (e.g., for603

Linfa (2015) from 00:00 UTC on July 3 to 00:00 UTC on July 9 in Figs.604

13a–13d). This shows that the three centers experience great difficulty in605

forecasting weak TCs.606

2) When a strong TC approaches the sea to the east of the Philippines, the607

three centers (especially RSMC-Tokyo) tend to underestimate its intensity (e.g.,608

Muifa (2011) around 00:00 UTC on July 30 in Figs. 13e–13h).609

3) When a strengthening TC moves into the area east of Taiwan, the three610

centers (especially the CMA) tend to overestimate its intensity (e.g., Muifa611

(2011) from 00:00 UTC on August 1 to 00:00 UTC on August 7 in Figs.612

13e–13h).613

The relationship between TC intensity forecast error and offshore distance614

suggests that the three centers may adopt a “better mistake than miss”615

protocol for strong TCs. When a strong TC moves close to mainland China or616
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the islands, all three centers (especially the CMA) tend to maintain or617

overestimate strong TC intensities in their forecasts. This may be the case618

because an underestimated strong TC intensity forecast could lead to619

inadequate disaster preparedness, neglected preventive measures, and620

substantial economic losses. Bhatia and Nolan (2013) also found that there621

was overestimation of strong TCs by the NHC in their error analysis of north622

Atlantic hurricane intensity forecasts.623

It is interesting that the Region 2 used in our study is similar to the RI zone624

(longitudes of 121°E–143°E and latitudes of 9°E–21°N) defined by Fudeyasu625

et al. (2018), where RI was frequently observed in their study. This similarity626

suggests that the errors in Region 2, which are associated with negative627

biases, may be caused primarily by RI-TC under-forecasting. Therefore, it is628

necessary to evaluate the skill of the three centers in forecasting rapid629

changes in TC intensities.630

4.4 RC event forecast capabilities631

Rapid intensity change is considered to be one of the most challenging TC632
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intensity forecasting subjects (Elsberry et al. 2007). In a further analysis, the hit633

rate, false alarm rate, and SEDI score were used to evaluate RC forecast634

accuracy. To concisely present the results, we consider the relative operating635

characteristic (ROC), which is a plot of the hit rate against the false alarm rate.636

On this plot, we overlie SEDI contours, which represent the skill score.637

The thresholds described in Section 3.4 were selected to define RC events.638

Based on these definitions, we obtained the RC cases from the dataset based639

on the best-track intensity changes during every 24 h of forecasts. That is, the640

total number of RC cases is a count of the number of RC cases observed in641

the RSMC Tokyo BTD for all 24-hour increments, i.e., between lead time t –642

24h and verification time t for any given BTD data point. Table 7 and Fig. 14643

present assessments of the RC forecast performance of each center. As644

shown in Fig. 14a, the SEDI scores of the three centers for the 24 h lead time645

are not very high. The JTWC has the highest score (0.27), followed by the646

RSMC-Tokyo (0.26) and the CMA (0.15). This is because the JTWC has the647

highest number of hits (28) and the second-largest number of false alarms (33).648
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Although RSMC-Tokyo has the fewest hits (17), it also has the fewest false649

alarms (only one-half to one-quarter of the false alarms produced by the CMA650

and JTWC). Therefore, the RSMC-Tokyo SEDI score remains quite close to651

that of the JTWC. The CMA has only one more hit than the RSMC-Tokyo, but it652

has the lowest SEDI score because it has the highest number of false alarms653

(50).654

As the forecast lead time increases, the three centers begin to exhibit655

differences in forecasting performance. At 48 h, the CMA SEDI score656

increases (0.28) due to its higher hit rate and lower false alarm rate (Fig. 14a).657

Although the false alarm rate of the JTWC decreases, its hit rate decreases658

even faster, resulting in a large decline in its SEDI score (0.22). There is little659

change in the hit rate of the RSMC-Tokyo, but there are only three false alarms.660

This low false alarm rate eventually produces the highest final SEDI score661

(0.36). At 72 h, neither the RSMC-Tokyo nor the JTWC can successfully662

predict RI events, so they both have no SEDI scores. Only the CMA has some663

forecasting skill (the SEDI score is 0.30) at 72h. These results show that the664
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three centers are not skillful in forecasting RI events more than three days in665

advance. Interestingly, for RI, the ratio of hits to misses seems very low,666

suggesting that the centers forecast RI infrequently. Take the CMA 24 h667

forecasts for example, the ratio is about 0.04, which is consistent with Na et al.668

2017 (See their Fig. 1c). The high number of misses means the RI cases669

observed are generally underestimated in the forecasts.670

In addition to considering RIs, the RW event forecasting skills of the three671

centers are also evaluated. The results are summarized in Table 7 and Fig.672

14b. For a short lead times (24 h and 48 h), the three centers all have high hit673

rates. However, the hit rate declines continuously as the lead time becomes674

longer, resulting in SEDI scores that decline as the lead time increases. The675

forecasting skills of the three centers are nearly the same at lead times of less676

than 48 h. At 72 h–120 h, the CMA has the best performance and its highest677

SEDI score. The JTWC has the lowest forecasting SEDI score because of its678

low hit rate.679

Combining Figs. 14a and 14b reveals that for short-time forecasts (24 h–48680
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h, which is the most important time for early warning information issuance), the681

SEDI scores are higher for RW events than for RI events. The main factor682

limiting RI event forecasting skill is the low hit rate (<0.1). The three centers683

issue very few forecasts including RI events more than 72 h in advance. The684

situation is somewhat better for RW events, which can sometimes be685

forecasted five days in advance. Of the three centers, the CMA performs best686

in RW forecasting, followed by the RSMC-Tokyo and the JTWC.687

5. Conclusions688

An extensive and comprehensive evaluation of homogeneous samples from689

the official 2005–2018 WNP TC intensity forecasts issued by the CMA, JTWC,690

and RSMC-Tokyo has been performed. This study not only quantified accuracy691

metrics but also decomposed error into four components. Furthermore, the692

performances of the three centers were evaluated with regard to long-term693

intensity improvement trends and their ability to forecast RC events. The main694

conclusions are summarized below.695

The JTWC had the highest accuracy at 24 h–120 h lead times. At 24 h and696
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48 h, the accuracy of the RSMC-Tokyo was higher than that of the CMA. At 72697

h, the CMA’s accuracy exceeded that of the RSMC-Tokyo. The 72 h total698

MAEs of the JTWC and RSMC-Tokyo were 13% and 3% less than that of the699

CMA, respectively.700

Contrary to the prevailing view that no significant progress has been made in701

TC intensity forecasting, this study found evidence of slow but steady progress702

by the CMA, JTWC, and RSMC-Tokyo. Although the improvement rate of 24703

h–72 h predictions was only 1%–2% per year, half of these rates were704

statistically significant at the 95% confidence level. The accuracies of the705

JTWC forecasts improved the most at 24 h–72 h lead times over the period706

studied. The CMA and RSMC-Tokyo had the next largest improvements.707

After decomposing total MAEs into four independent components (OST,708

UST, OWT, and UWT) the contributions of these four components to the TE709

and the spatial and lead time characteristics of the errors and their710

components were explored. In the northern waters of the South China Sea711

(region 1), operational forecasting centers tended to overestimate weak TCs,712
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resulting in large errors. In the waters east of the Philippines (region 2),713

operational forecasting centers tended to underestimate strong TCs and the714

corresponding regional error distribution was more concentrated. In the sea715

east of Taiwan and south of Japan (region 3), the three centers found it difficult716

to determine TC intensities and forecasts were prone to misestimate. The717

magnitudes of the total MAEs and error components of the three centers were718

similar, which indicates that although the overall forecasting performance of719

each center was different, the three centers may face the same difficulties in720

forecasting TCs with different strengths.721

Finally, the abilities of the three centers to forecast rapid changes in TC722

intensity were assessed. The SEDI scores of the three centers were higher for723

RW events than for RI events at 24 h and 48 h. The three centers issued very724

few forecasts more than 72 h in advance. Fortunately, RW events could be725

forecasted five days in advance. The CMA performed best in RW forecasting,726

followed by the RSMC-Tokyo and the JTWC.727

It should be noted that the verification results and conclusions of this study728
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are based on the official TC intensity forecasts from 2005-2018, so they do not729

necessarily reflect the latest forecast performance of the three centers.730
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List of Figures912

913

Fig. 1. The (a) MAE and (b) ME of the (red) CMA, (green) JTWC, and (blue)914

RSMC-Tokyo relative to RSMC-BTD. In the boxplot, the bars at the top915

(bottom) of the lines represent the 95th (5th) percentile of the ME. The top916

(bottom) bounds of the boxes represent the 75th (25th) percentile of the ME.917

The thick (thin) bars inside the boxes represent the mean (median) of the918

ME.919

920

Fig. 2. Conditional bias comparative scatterplots for lead times of (a) 0 h, (b)921

24 h, (c) 72 h, and (d) 120 h. For a given lead time, a set of dots is plotted for922

each of the (red) CMA, (green) JTWC, and (blue) RSMC-Tokyo forecasts.923

The dots in each set mark (��� �) for all values of o (interval of 5 kt). In each924

panel, the solid black line represents the main diagonal and the dashed925

black line marks a representative value of the mean forecast, as described926

in the text.927

928

Fig. 3. Time series for the 0 h, 24 h, 48 h, 72 h, 96 h, and 120 h intensity MAEs929

for the (top) CMA, (middle) JTWC, and (bottom) RSMC-Tokyo during930

2005–2018. The colored, straight, dashed lines are linear regression trend931
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lines.932

933

Fig. 4. MAEs of intensity forecasts from 2005 to 2011 and 2012 to 2018 for the934

(a) CMA, (b) JTWC, and (c) RSMC-Tokyo. (d) Differences between the935

MAEs of these two periods. Note that the 96 h and 120 h MAE forecasts936

during 2005–2011 encompass only four years (2008–2011) and two years937

(2010–2011), respectively.938

939

Fig. 5. Spatial distribution of the 24 h forecast MAEs (kt) for the (a) CMA, (b)940

JTWC, and (c) RSMC-Tokyo, all located by best-track TC positions at the941

verification forecast lead time. (d)–(f) The same as (a)–(c) but for ME (kt).942

The dots indicate that the ME is significant after passing a t-test with � �943

�ɸ�� . (g) Statistically significant MAE differences between the CMA and944

RSMC-Tokyo (CMA minus RSMC-Tokyo, denoted as CMA�RSMC-Tokyo)945

at 95% confidence level, determined using the bootstrap test. (h)–(i) The946

same as (g) but for JTWC�RSMC-Tokyo and CMA�JTWC, respectively.947

Regions 1, 2, and 3 are defined in the text.948

949

Fig. 6. Same as Fig. 5 but for a 48 h lead time.950

951

Fig. 7. Same as Fig. 5 but for a 72 h lead time.952

953
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Fig. 8. The evaluation results for different categories. (a, d, g) tropical storms,954

(b, e, h) severe tropical storms, and (c, f, i) typhoons, categorized by955

best-track TC intensity categories at each verification forecast lead time.956

(a–c) The percentage of each category in the number of total evaluation957

samples. (d–f) The ME for each category of TC. (g–i) The MAE for each958

category of TC.959

960

Fig. 9. Spatial distribution of error components (kt) at 24 h for the CMA, JTWC,961

and RSMC-Tokyo. (a)–(c) Total MAE. (d)–(f) OST error. (g)–(i) UST error.962

(j)–(l) OWT error. (m)–(o) UWT error. Grid cells are shaded with cumulative963

values.964

965

Fig. 10. Same as Fig. 9 but for a lead time of 48 h.966

967

Fig. 11. Same as Fig.9 but for a lead time of 72 h.968

969

Fig. 12. The proportions (%) of various error components within the total MAE970

of the entire western North Pacific: (left) region 1, (middle) region 2, and971

(right) region 3. (a)–(c) OST, (d)–(f) UST, (g)–(i) OWT, and (j)–(l) UWT.972

973

Fig. 13. (a) Linfa (2015) best track and (b) CMA, (c) JTWC, and (d)974

RSMC-Tokyo intensity forecasts of Linfa (2015). The numbers in the map (a)975
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and the x-coordinates in (b)–(d) represent the period from 00:00 UTC on976

July 3, 2015 to 00:00 UTC on July 9, 2015. The solid, black line represents977

the intensity of the best track and the solid, colored, line represents the978

forecast intensity at the corresponding initial time. (e–h) is the same as (a–d)979

but for Muifa (2011). The numbers in the (e) map and the x-coordinates in980

(f–h) represent the period from 00:00 UTC on July 29 to 00:00 UTC on981

August 8, 2011.982

983

Fig. 14. Performance diagrams of (a) RI and (b) RW predictions from the three984

major centers. The false alarm and hit rates are given along the x-and985

y-axes, respectively. The SEDI values are indicated by the curved, solid986

lines. The hit rate would be unity and the false alarm rate would be zero if987

the forecasts were perfect (every RC event correctly forecast and every988

forecast event verifying). Text in the middle of the icon indicates the forecast989

lead time (hours). RC events from all forecast lead times (24 h–120 h) are990

included. The definition of RC is based on best-track intensity changes991

during each 24 h of forecasts.992

993

994
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995

996
997

Fig. 1. The (a) MAE and (b) ME of the (red) CMA, (green) JTWC, and (blue)998

RSMC-Tokyo relative to RSMC-BTD. In the boxplot, the bars at the top999

(bottom) of the lines represent the 95th (5th) percentile of the ME. The top1000

(bottom) bounds of the boxes represent the 75th (25th) percentile of the ME.1001

The thick (thin) bars inside the boxes represent the mean (median) of the1002

ME.1003

1004
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1005

1006

Fig. 2. Conditional bias comparative scatterplots for lead times of (a) 0 h, (b)1007

24 h, (c) 72 h, and (d) 120 h. For a given lead time, a set of dots is plotted for1008

each of the (red) CMA, (green) JTWC, and (blue) RSMC-Tokyo forecasts.1009

The dots in each set mark (��� �) for all values of o (interval of 5 kt). In each1010

panel, the solid black line represents the main diagonal and the dashed1011

black line marks a representative value of the mean forecast, as described1012

in the text.1013
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1014

1015

Fig. 3. Time series for the 0 h, 24 h, 48 h, 72 h, 96 h, and 120 h intensity MAEs1016

for the (top) CMA, (middle) JTWC, and (bottom) RSMC-Tokyo during1017

2005–2018. The colored, straight, dashed lines are linear regression trend1018

lines.1019

1020
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1021

1022

Fig. 4. MAEs of intensity forecasts from 2005 to 2011 and 2012 to 2018 for the1023

(a) CMA, (b) JTWC, and (c) RSMC-Tokyo. (d) Differences between the1024

MAEs of these two periods. Note that the 96 h and 120 h MAE forecasts1025

during 2005–2011 encompass only four years (2008–2011) and two years1026

(2010–2011), respectively.1027

1028
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1029

Fig. 5. Spatial distribution of the 24 h forecast MAEs (kt) for the (a) CMA, (b)1030

JTWC, and (c) RSMC-Tokyo, all located by best-track TC positions at the1031

verification forecast lead time. (d)–(f) The same as (a)–(c) but for ME (kt).1032

The dots indicate that the ME is significant after passing a t-test with � �1033

�ɸ�� . (g) Statistically significant MAE differences between the CMA and1034

RSMC-Tokyo (CMA minus RSMC-Tokyo, denoted as CMA�RSMC-Tokyo)1035

at 95% confidence level, determined using the bootstrap test. (h)–(i) The1036

same as (g) but for JTWC�RSMC-Tokyo and CMA�JTWC, respectively.1037
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Regions 1, 2, and 3 are defined in the text.1038

1039
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1040

1041

Fig. 6. Same as Fig. 5 but for a 48 h lead time.1042

1043
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1044
1045

Fig. 7. Same as Fig. 5 but for a 72 h lead time.1046

1047

1048
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1049

1050

1051

Fig. 8. The evaluation results for different categories. (a, d, g) tropical storms,1052

(b, e, h) severe tropical storms, and (c, f, i) typhoons, categorized by1053

best-track TC intensity categories at each verification forecast lead time.1054

(a–c) The percentage of each category in the number of total evaluation1055

samples. (d–f) The ME for each category of TC. (g–i) The MAE for each1056

category of TC.1057

1058
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1059
1060

Fig. 9. Spatial distribution of error components (kt) at 24 h for the CMA, JTWC,1061

and RSMC-Tokyo. (a)–(c) Total MAE. (d)–(f) OST error. (g)–(i) UST error.1062

(j)–(l) OWT error. (m)–(o) UWT error. Grid cells are shaded with cumulative1063

values.1064
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1065

Fig. 10. Same as Fig. 9 but for a lead time of 48 h.1066

1067
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1068

1069

Fig. 11. Same as Fig.9 but for a lead time of 72 h.1070

1071
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1072
1073

Fig. 12. The proportions (%) of various error components within the total MAE1074

of the entire western North Pacific: (left) region 1, (middle) region 2, and1075

(right) region 3. (a)–(c) OST, (d)–(f) UST, (g)–(i) OWT, and (j)–(l) UWT.1076
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1077

1078

Fig.13. (a) Linfa (2015) best track and (b) CMA, (c) JTWC, and (d)1079

RSMC-Tokyo intensity forecasts of Linfa (2015). The numbers in the map (a)1080

and the x-coordinates in (b)–(d) represent the period from 00:00 UTC on1081

July 3, 2015 to 00:00 UTC on July 9, 2015. The solid, black line represents1082

the intensity of the best track and the solid, colored, line represents the1083

forecast intensity at the corresponding initial time. (e–h) is the same as (a–d)1084

but for Muifa (2011). The numbers in the (e) map and the x-coordinates in1085

(f–h) represent the period from 00:00 UTC on July 29 to 00:00 UTC on1086

August 8, 2011.1087

1088
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1089

Fig. 14. Performance diagrams of (a) RI and (b) RW predictions from the three1090

major centers. The false alarm and hit rates are given along the x-and1091

y-axes, respectively. The SEDI values are indicated by the curved, solid1092

lines. The hit rate would be unity and the false alarm rate would be zero if1093

the forecasts were perfect (every RC event correctly forecast and every1094

forecast event verifying). Text in the middle of the icon indicates the forecast1095

lead time (hours). RC events from all forecast lead times (24 h–120 h) are1096

included. The definition of RC is based on best-track intensity changes1097
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during each 24 h of forecasts.1098

1099
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since RSMC Tokyo did not produce 96 h and 120 h intensity forecasts.1129
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Table 1. The number of homogenous samples for the three operational centers1139

at each forecast time as verified with CMA-BTD, JTWC-BTD, and RSMC-BTD,1140

respectively. The selected time periods for the 0 h, 24 h, 48 h, and 72 h1141

forecast samples are 2005–2018. The 96 h and 120 h forecasts cover1142

2008–2018 and 2010–2018, respectively. The 96 h and 120 h forecast1143

samples are the number of homogeneous samples between CMA and JTWC1144

only, since RSMC Tokyo did not produce 96 h and 120 h intensity forecasts.1145

Best track data
Lead time (h)

0 24 48 72 96 120

CMA-BTD 5934 5767 4645 3715 2211 1433

JTWC-BTD 5721 5321 4210 3209 1872 1150

RSMC-BTD 5747 5053 3946 2984 1714 1061

1146

1147
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Table 2. Mapping table used to convert the JTWC 1-min average wind speed1148

to the RSMC-Tokyo 10-min average wind speed.1149

JTWC (1 min, kt) RSMC-Tokyo (10 min, kt)
25 30
30 30
35 35
40 40
45 45
50 45
55 50
60 55
65 60
70 65
75 65
80 70
85 75
90 75
95 80
100 80
105 85
110 90
115 90
120 95
125 95
130 100
135 100
140 105
145 110
150 110
155 110
160 110
165 120
170 125

1150

1151
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Table 3. Mapping table used to convert the CMA 2-min average wind speed to1152

the RSMC-Tokyo 10-min average wind speed.1153

CMA (2 min, m/s) RSMC-Tokyo (10 min, kt)

13 30

15 30

18 35

20 40

23 45

25 50

28 55

30 60

33 60

35 65

38 70

40 75

42 80

45 85

48 85

50 90

52 90

55 95

58 100

60 105

62 105

65 110

68 115

70 115

72 120

75 120

78 125

1154

1155
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Table 4. Categorical contingency table for rapid changes (RCs) in TC intensity.1156

RC Forecast

RC Observation

yes no

yes hits（a） misses（c）

no false alarms（b） correct rejections（d）

1157
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Table 5. MAEs (kt) and MEs (kt) of TC intensity forecasts at each lead time1158

using RSMC-BTD verification. All intensity forecasts are converted 10-min1159

averages. MEs that are statistically significant at the 95% level are bolded.1160

Forecast center
Lead time (h)

0 24 48 72 96 120

MAE (kt)

CMA 4.97 9.63 12.38 13.21 14.32 15.19

JTWC 5.14 8.25 10.69 12.15 12.79 13.92

RSMC-Tokyo 2.50 8.67 12.13 13.83 * *

ME (kt)

CMA 0.53 1.66 2.27 3.13 3.96 5.35

JTWC -1.32 -0.34 -0.20 0.94 1.55 1.77

RSMC-Tokyo 0.17 1.19 1.92 3.60 * *

1161

1162
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1163
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Table 6. Average improvement rates (% yr-1) of CMA, JTWC, and RSMC-Tokyo intensity forecasts. The selected time periods for the1164
0 h, 24 h, 48 h, and 72 h forecast samples are 2005–2018. The 96 h and 120 h forecasts cover 2008–2018 and 2010–2018,1165
respectively. The 96 h and 120 h forecast samples are the homogeneous samples between CMA and JTWC only, since RSMC1166
Tokyo did not produce 96 h and 120 h intensity forecasts. Numbers in parentheses refer to average TC track forecast improvement1167
rates. Improvements that are statistically significant at the 95% level are bolded.1168

Forecast

center

Lead time (h)

0 24 48 72 96 120

CMA 1.10 (-0.05) 0.91 (3.50) 0.67 (3.38) 1.38 (3.15) 2.07 (4.88) 0.14 (2.86)

JTWC 0.17 (-1.11) 1.86 (2.42) 1.83 (3.12) 2.10 (3.39) 1.66 (5.53) -2.05 (2.54)

RSMC-Tokyo
-0.10

(-1.95)
0.70 (2.72) 0.55 (2.96) 0.64 (2.51) * *

1169



Table 7. Metrics used in skill evaluation of RI (intensification by more than 25 kt within 24 h)1170

forecasting for the three major centers: hits, misses, false alarms, and SEDI scores. The1171

numbers in parentheses are the corresponding metrics used to evaluate RW events1172

(weakening by more than 25 kt within 24 h).1173

Forecast

center
Hits Misses

False

alarms
SEDI

24 h

CMA 18 (49) 424 (116) 50 (12) 0.15 (0.67)

JTWC 28 (41) 414 (124) 33 (16) 0.27 (0.61)

RSMC-Tokyo 17 (50) 425 (115) 15 (16) 0.26 (0.62)

48 h

CMA 11 (33) 225 (110) 13 (14) 0.28 (0.59)

JTWC 10 (40) 226 (103) 24 (25) 0.21 (0.60)

RSMC-Tokyo 9 (33) 227 (110) 3 (8) 0.36 (0.62)

72 h

CMA 5 (20) 91 (110) 10 (27) 0.30 (0.41)

JTWC 0 (8) 96 (122) 2 (10) * (0.32)

RSMC-Tokyo 0 (9) 96 (121) 3 (8) * (0.35)

96 h

CMA 0 (8) 47 (79) 2 (14) * (0.31)

JTWC 0 (4) 47 (83) 0 (11) * (0.21)

120 h

CMA 0 (4) 12 (62) 0 (1) * (0.41)

JTWC 0 (0) 12 (66) 0 (6) * (*)

1174

1175
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